
FEZA SECONDARY SCHOOL 
FORM II PHYSICS TEST.  

 
Acceleration due to gravity g  = 10 m/s2. 

Linear expansivity of aluminium   = 20 × 10-6 /C 
Specific latent heat of fusion of water  = 334 400 J/kg 
Specific heat capacity of water   = 4200 J/kg C 
 

SECTION A (30 marks) 
 
1.  (i)    At a constant pressure the volume of a gas is    
                directly proportional to: 

a) the size of its molecules 
b) its Fahrenheit temperature 
c) Its Celsius temperature. 
d) Its absolute temperature. 

 
(ii) Which of the following is true for the relation 

between heat and the temperature? 
a) Temperature flows from cold object to hot 

object. 
b) Temperature flows from the object with the 

most heat energy to the object with the least 
heat energy. 

c) Heat flows from high temperature to cold 
temperature. 

d) Heat flows from cold temperature to hot 
temperature. 

 
(iii) To cook at the top of a high mountain is difficult 

because: 
a) Boiling point decreases with decreasing 

pressure. 
b) Boiling point increases with decreasing 

pressure. 
c) Heat required to cook at high places is big. 
d) Temperature decreases with altitude. 

 
(iv) Which substance behaves different when heated 

from 00C to 30C 
a) Water  b) brass 
c)    iron  d) alcohol. 

 
(v) A sample of gas has volume of 600cm3 at 270C, 

when it is warmed to 1270C, under constant 
pressure, its volume becomes: 
a) 600cm3.  b) 700 cm3. 
c)  723 cm3.  d) 800 cm3. 
 

(vi) The law which relates temperature and pressure of 
gas at constant volume is called: 
a) Boyle’s law b) Charle’s law. 

   c)    Pressure law. d) Gas law. 
 

(vii) Pressure of air inside a car tyre increases if 
the car stands for sometime in full sunlight. 
This is because of the increase inside the 
tyre of: 
a) The size of air molecules. 
b) The number of molecules. 
c) The speed of the air molecules. 
d) The average distance between the air 

molecules. 
 

(viii) The pressure of a gas in a metal cylinder at 
150C is 2 atmospheres. At what 
temperature would pressure be doubled? 
a) 5760C  b) 3030C 
c)    300C  d) 3000C. 
 

(ix) The knowledge of effect of pressure on 
boiling point is used in the construction of: 
a) Thermos flask b) Refrigerator. 
c)    Hot pot.  d) Pressure cooker. 

 
(x) A piece of ice at 00C is more effect full in 

cooling than the same mass of water at 00C 
because: 
a) Water is at a higher temperature. 
b) Ice is less dense than water. 
c) Heat of fusion must be added to ice. 
d) Ice is colder than water at 00C. 
 

(xi) When some vapor condenses into water at 
1000C: 
a) Its temperature rises.  
b) Its temperature falls. 
c) It absorbs heat. 
d) It gives off heat. 

 
(xii) Solids expands when heated because: 

a) The molecules expand  
b) Heat takes up the space between 

molecules. 
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c) Increased molecular motion pushes molecules 
further a part. 

d) The molecules soften and begin to flow. 
 

(xiii) Knowledge of conduction, convection and 
radiation is important in the construction of: 
a) Thermometer 
b) Radiation thermometer. 
c) Thermos flask. 
d) Thermostat. 

 
(xiv) Heat travels through vacuum by: 

a) Conduction b) Radiation. 
c)    Convection. d) Osmosis. 

 
(xv) The Law which relates temperature and volume of 

gas at constant pressure is called: 
a) Boyle’s Law b) Pressure law. 
c)   Charle’s law. d) Gas law. 

 
(xvi) How much heat is required to change 0.5 kg of ice 

at 00C to water at 00C.? 
a) 334400J  b) 167200J 
c)    668800J  d) 543300J 

 

(xvii) An aluminium beam is 15.0 long at a 
temperature of -150C. What is its expansion 
when the temperature is 350C? 

a) 1.8×10-2m  b) 9.0×10-3m 

c)    7.2×10-3m  d) 1.2×10-3m 
 

(xviii) The reason large lake temperature do not 
change drastically is that: 
a) Water has relatively high rate of 

conduction. 
b) Water is poor heat conductor. 
c) Water has a lower specific heat. 
d) Water has a relatively high specific heat. 

 
(xix) A 2.0kg of steel block of specific heat 

capacity of 460 J/kg0C is at 100C. If 23 kJ of 
heat energy is added to the block, what is its 
final temperature? 
a) 250C.  b) 350C. 
c)   450C.  d) 550C. 

 
(xx) The law which relates pressure and volume 

of a gas at constant temperature is called: 
a) Boyle’s Law b) Pressure Law. 
c)    Charle’s Law. d) Gas Law.

 
 

SECTION B (30 marks) 
2. Match the items in list A with their corresponding item in list B. 
  

LIST A LIST B 
i) Thermal expansion 
ii) Hygrometer 
iii) Thermostad 
iv) Calorimeter 
v) Heat travels through flowing 

particles. 
vi) Latent heat 

a) Controls temperature 
b) Measures relative humidity 
c) Measures temperature 
d) Used in measurement of heat 
e) Measures mass 
f) Thermometers make use of it 
g) Rise or fall in a fine capillarity tube 
h) Convection 
i) Conduction 
j) Heat required to change a substance from one state to 

another without change in temperature. 
k) Heat required to change unit mass of a substance from one 

state to another state without change in temperature. 
  

List A i ii iii iv v Vi 
List B       

 
Fill the black provided below: 
 

3. a) When a substance heated three examples to changes which occurs are: 
i) ____________________________________ 

ii) ___________________________________ 
iii) ___________________________________ 
iv) ____________________________________ 
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b) Three factors which affects the increase in area of a solid when heated are: 
i) ____________________________________ 

ii) ____________________________________ 
iii) ___________________________________ 

 
4. a) When some amount of water boils in a container the bubbles of stream increases in size as they approach 

to the surface of water. This phenomenon explained by __________________________ Law which relates 
_____________________________ and _________________________ of a sample of gas under constant 
_______________________ 

 
b) Maximum density of water is reached at __________________________0C. This temperature is equal 

_______________________k in absolute scale of temperature. 
 

5. a) Thermostads  are used in air life in: 
i) ________________________________ ii) ________________________________ 

 
b) Three processes of heat transfer are: 

i) ____________________________________ 
ii) ____________________________________ 

iii) ____________________________________ 

 
c) Thermostad uses the idea of ___________________________________________ 

 
6. a) i) Impurities added to a liquid ______________________ boiling point, _______________________ 
  freezing point. 

ii) Increase in pressure _____________________ boiling point _____________________ melting point. 
 

b) When water is heated from 273k to 277k it _____________________________. Further heating above 
277k water ____________________________________. 

 
 

SECTION C (40 marks) 
7. a) i)  Distinguish between heat and latent heat. 
 

ii) A piece of metal with mass 200g at a temperature of 1000C is quickly transferred into 50g of water at 
200C. If the final temperature of the system is 400C. Calculate the specific heat capacity of the metal. 

b) Define specific heat capacity of a substance. 
 
8. a)   A meter rule marked at 100C cannot make a accurate measurements at 1000C. Explain briefly the reason. 

b) If a meter rule which is marked at 100C increases its length by 0.15cm when heated up to 1000C. Find its 
coefficient of linear expansion. 

c) When some alcohol is heated in a glass container apparent expansivity of alcohol is measured as 1.55×10-4 

C-1. If linear expansivity of a glass is 9×10-4 C-1, calculate the absolute expansivity of the alcohol. 
 
9. a)  If mercury is heated from 700C to 1000C what happens to: 
 i) its mass ii) its volume iii) its density 

b) Write four factors which effects rate of evaporation. 
c) Write three differences between boiling and evaporation. 

 
10. a)   Calculate the amount of heat required to boil 500g of water at 1000C. 

b) A closed rubber balloon contains 200cm3 of air at pressure of 0.12N/m2. Calculate the pressure of air on the 
balloon when its volume is : 
a) 160 cm3. b) 225 cm3. 
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